


Operating System
Acorn RISC OS is a stable, scalable multitasking operating system which is designed to be run from ROM. As 
such it is ideal for embedded applications and can be 'enriched' as required with system wide OS extensions 
and applications. The Kernel provides basic features such as memory allocation (linear), interrupt handling 
and DMA services.

Acorn has built the OS and selected applications to optimise the balance between functionality and memory 
requirements. This minimises the use of system memory (RAM) whilst maximising the number of available 
applications. System expansion modules such as a file system (eg for network clients) and GUIs are included 
but could be removed or changed if required.

Because of the modular nature of RISC OS, applications and GUIs with different 'looks and feels' can be 
added to the basic services and tasks undertaken by the underlying OS. APIs have been established by 
Acorn to allow this flexibility

RISC OS is available for licensing today and can be sourced with or without Acorn hardware reference 
designs.

Applications
Acorn is able to provide a wide range of ROM optimised applications such as web browsers, (Java, 
Shockwave and other plug-ins available) word processors, vector graphics programmes, video players (Acorn 
proprietary !Replay, AVI and MPEG codecs) and text editors. Application suites can be optimised to your 
exact requirements by adding or omitting ROM based applications. A range of emulators is also available to 
help maintain application compatibility.

Complete Flexibility
Because Acorn has expertise in every part of the development and production product process it is able to 
provide complete design solutions, cost reduction exercises and/or consultancy to specific customers.

Development solutions including ARM based development systems, C, C++ and ARM assembler based 
development tools as well as technical training packages can all be. supplied to customers who wish to 
develop or port their own applications or other software components.
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